75 Uses for Baking Soda
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Baking soda or sodium bicarbonate has a myriad of uses beyond simply using it in baking. It is in fact a must-have, jack-of-all-trades product that everyone should have at home.

Here are just a few uses for baking soda:

- Use it to scrub sinks, showers, tubs and ovens
- Relieve skin itching from insect bites and pain from sunburn
- Keep cut flowers fresh longer by adding a teaspoon to the water in the vase
- Add a cup to the toilet, leave it for an hour, and then flush. It will clean the toilet and absorb the odor
- Put an open container of baking soda in the fridge to absorb the odors

Be sure to check out our post on [homemade drain cleaner](#) recipes as several use baking soda!

See: [75 Extraordinary Uses for Baking Soda](#) for the other 70 uses!